
ROMANIAN MOBILITY

Yellow team

Nika Matkovic
Arturo Sosa Cohen
Baha Enes Akbal
Fidan Doner
Simon Florina



MONDAY
Baha Enes Akbal – Today at school

we learned how to make origami.

We made a bird from a towel, and a

bow tie from paper. After that we

went to the horse farm, it was very

fun. We rode a horse and I liked it a

lot Thank you for everything romania



TUESDAY
Simon Florina - On the second day of

the mobility we visited the County. The

first stop was at Virginia Linul, where

we had a workshop. Me and my new

friends made bracelets, it was a very

enjoyable activity. After that we visited

Maierul, where I think we had one of

the greatest experiences. The children

from Maierul offered a show, depicting

the traditional Romanian life. After that

we visited the gold water and the

Rodna mountains. Even doubt it was a

very busy day, I liked it because I could

spend time socialising with my new

friends, and I think they enjoyed

learning about the Romanian culture.



WEDNESDAY

Fidan Doner - Today

we went down to the

salt mine and had a

nice tour inside. There

were shops, an

adventure park, a

park for children,

tennis tables for adults,

a church and small

cafes. There was wifi

so thet people could

communicate easily.

Thank you to Romania

for this beauty.



Nika Matkovic - I liked Friday the most. It was the most relaxed.

I liked that we went to classes first. I was in an English class

where we guessed the languages of the songs, watched a Ted

talk clip. Lorena did a great job. After that we hung out and

had dinner together in the evening. I think that was a great

way to say goodbye. I liked that we danced and that everyone

was relaxed. I was surprised that they also made us a cake,

and I was surprised by the great selection of music. These 7

days have been some of the best for me, and I think they will

stay in my memory forever.

THURSDAY



FRIDAY

Arturo Sosa Cohen - Today it was an

incredible day, because I could became more

close with some people and see the

diferencies between the shops of my country

and the ones from Rumania


